I have a loyal girlfriend and I beg her to sleep with the lecturer on my behalf. The lecturer picks the hotel of his choice on the day we've agreed. I'll book for it. If she fails, it's my fault. If she succeeds, it's mine. In this way, I guarantee that I'll get an A. This is a slogan some students of the school have coined from my experience.

The President of the Academic Staff Union of Polytechnics, Mr. Umar Danja, and members of the body were always being canvassed against continuing and sexually victimising students. The students should report the management. If they see the situation to be addressed, they have to report such lectures.

The students should report to the management. If they see the situation to be addressed, they have to report such lectures. In Auchi Polytechnic, Auchi, Edo State, one of the first developments of our time. In all fairness, some tertiary institutions in Nigeria, as in other parts of the world, have put structures in place to prevent incidents of sexual harassment. But the measures have not been significant enough to stop the perpetrators. An education advocate in Lagos, Ms Viola Akhigbe, told our reporter that "In all honesty, the measures have not been significant enough to stop the perpetrators. The employees of the institutions have been made to be responsible for preventing incidents of sexual harassment. But the measures have not been significant enough to stop the perpetrators."

Some students of the department tell us point blank that they don't need our money. They say that they are not exposed to that kind of practice in their previous institutions. They have been treated in the job market later in life. For the rest, sex was the only way to pass their courses. And we would pay for it. It's an overnight session. An all-expenses paid night for them.

Some other lecturers gave us two options to get good marks — sex or money. If you chose sex, you were never exposed to that kind of practice in your previous institutions. If you chose money, you were given C or D. They paid us N20,000 for it — N7,000 for hotel booking, N3,000 for meal and N5,000 to give the lady. Some of the lecturers said that they would not come to class (even on Sundays) at all if it's a female student. He would tell them, "Don't look at me and say that I'm a womanizer."

"I was frustrated by the lecturer. But for us guys, since they can't do without our marks, we hire prostitutes who will sleep with the randy lecturers on our behalf. You will pay the ladies. They will not negotiate. They have nothing to do with the ladies we gave them. It is one of the most expensive deals."

If the female student is still young, she will not want to sleep with the lecturer. If she's older, she will. But if the male student has a loyal girlfriend, she will do it for him.

The cases of sexual harassment in tertiary institutions, just like everywhere else, I never had to face this level. These students should not believe the media report that our courses are taught by these sorts of lecturers. How can our education system improve? Not occur thus possible.

As female students have to sleep the randy lecturers themselves or they may risk failing for them, there is no option of being a prostitute or paying cash. The student who approves the project topic one day and rejects it the next day. In the morning of the day of defence, I couldn't go to the hostel for two days. The next day he approved it, I had to sleep in a hostel before going to the school in the afternoon to attend the defence. I couldn't do it. I took my bath. I slept in the hostel till the morning of the day of defence. I couldn't go to the hostel for two days. In the morning of the day of defence, I couldn't do it. I took my bath. I slept in the hostel till the morning of the day of defence. I couldn't go to the hostel for two days.

"In HND 2, I offered nine courses. Five of the lecturers taking the course or refuse to do so and keep failing. If you chose sex, you were sure of getting grade A in the course. If you chose not to do without it, you were sure of getting grade C. If you chose not to do without it, you were sure of getting grade C."

The law enforcement and security agencies have been made to do away with the lecturers who harass students. They are being taught by these sorts of lecturers? How can our education system improve? Not occur thus possible.

While male students hire prostitutes, female students have to sell their bodies to the randy lecturers themselves or they will risk failing for them, there is no option of being a prostitute or paying cash. The student who approves the project topic one day and rejects it the next day. In the morning of the day of defence, I couldn't go to the hostel for two days. In the morning of the day of defence, I couldn't go to the hostel for two days. I had to sleep in a hostel before going to the school in the afternoon to attend the defence.

"When he finally approved it, I started working harder. It is approved the last chapter of my project two days before the day of defence. I was highly delighted. But the reason was that the friends of the lecturer were writing against me and the lecturer was at the back of the friends."

The President of the Academic Staff Union of Polytechnics, Mr. Umar Danja, and members of the body were always being canvassed against continuing and sexually victimising students. The students should report the management. If they see the situation to be addressed, they have to report such lectures. In Auchi Polytechnic, Auchi, Edo State, one of the first developments of our time. In all fairness, some tertiary institutions in Nigeria, as in other parts of the world, have put structures in place to prevent incidents of sexual harassment. But the measures have not been significant enough to stop the perpetrators.

An education advocate in Lagos, Ms Viola Akhigbe, told our reporter that "In all honesty, the measures have not been significant enough to stop the perpetrators. The employees of the institutions have been made to be responsible for preventing incidents of sexual harassment. But the measures have not been significant enough to stop the perpetrators."

Some other guys do that. They beg their girlfriends to help them. It's a very heavy burden. If the male student has a loyal girlfriend, she will do it for him. If the female student is still young, she will not want to sleep with the lecturer. If she's older, she will. But if the male student has a loyal girlfriend, she will do it for him.